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Read and experience this story about the summer of changes with the loveable Stedman girls. Serious older sister Nichole must
come to terms with her bitterness against her absentee father who has been gone for over a year. As well she must find a way to
help her over-worked mother Debbie survive the struggle of raising two girls by herself. Fun-loving and less-careful younger sister
Rebecca often unintentionally finds herself in a bind, when her sister is not around to look out for her. Although very different,
Nichole and Rebecca find common ground through their shared love of riding their regal Icelandic horses, Mysla and Rella. Life
events unfold and the Stedman sisters work to find ways to meet their challenges. Questions arise: What does their father want?
Can Debbie and the girls ever forgive him? Discover the answers in this charming story about the joys and struggles of growing up
by children’s novelist, Karen Jean Matsko Hood.
Of the 17,000-plus players who have donned major league uniforms over the years, not all were particularly nice or ethical. In fact,
the actions of a handful were so heinous, they left an indelible mark on the sport. Spanning nearly three centuries of baseball,
Baseball’s Most Notorious Personalities: A Gallery of Rogues examines with detail this dark side of our National Pastime.
A Country Doctor and Ex-Ballplayer Save "The Bambino" from Thugs, the Baseball Commissioner, and Himself in the Historical
Fiction Novel, The Babe Ruth Conspiracy, from Author David O. Stewart --New York City, 1920-21-- In 1920, Babe Ruth--larger
than life on the ball field and off--is enjoying a record-breaking season in his first year as a New York Yankee when his 1918 World
Series win falls under suspicion of being "fixed." Then rumors start that his silent movie, Headin' Home, was bankrolled by the top
aide to gambling kingpin, Arnold Rothstein. Ruth turns to Speed Cook--a professional ballplayer before the game was segregated
and who now promotes Negro baseball--for help. If anyone knows the dirty underbelly of America's favorite pastime, it's Cook.
Cook enlists the help of a long-time friend, Dr. Jamie Fraser, whose new wife, Eliza, coproduced the Babe's silent film. While
Cook, Fraser, and Eliza dig for the truth, protecting the oftentimes-reckless Ruth from thugs and the new baseball commissioner
proves even more dangerous when they come face-to-face with hidden power-hitters who are playing for keeps. Publisher's Note:
The Fraser and Cook Historical Mystery Series will be enjoyed by fans of American history and period mystery novels. Free of
graphic sex and with some mild profanity, this series can be enjoyed by readers of all ages. "Within these pages, he ushers us into
the randy, gritty, wanton world of Babe Ruth, just arrived in New York from Boston, where he would power the Yankees—hell, the
whole damn city—for the next decade. It is a world filled with molls and toughs, crooked pols and bootleggers, gamblers and
righteous cops, not to mention Stewart’s beloved characters, Speed Cook, the wise head and former Negro Leaguer, and Dr.
Jamie Fraser, who have teamed up before in previous fictions. The texture of the city is rendered with precision and believability.
When Stewart describes the new impediment at the corner of 42nd and Fifth Avenue, the city’s first traffic tower, a reader can see
the snarl of horse-drawn wagons, bicycles, pedestrians and oh so many automobiles—“machines” in the argot of the
Twenties--clogging the street. Even the Babe had to stop for that. The book is full of such knowing details like the Thomas splint,
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an invention of World War I medicine, that saves Jamie Fraser’s daughter from losing her leg. Larger-than-life Ruth is made
palpable through a mosaic of small but unassailable images. Ruth, resplendent in a red satin dressing gown worn over a pair of
green and white diamond pajamas, earns “a low whistle” from Cook when he is admitted to the Babe’s sumptuous apartment in
the Ansonia Hotel. It earns something more important from the reader: a belief in narrative plausibility and in the characters that
inhabit it. So, when Stewart writes of the Babe that getting angry at him was a waste of time, “like losing your temper at a
thunderstorm,” you know he knows what he’s talking about. The book is grand. Just like the Babe." ~Jane Leavy, Author of The
Big Fella: Babe Ruth and the World He Created The Fraser and Cook Historical Mystery Series The Lincoln Deception The Paris
Deception The Babe Ruth Deception
This translated edition of Petting Farm Fun is printed in Portuguese. It is the third release in the popular Hood Picture Book Series.
It is a delightful bedtime story to entertain and then relax young children before they fall asleep. The tradition of the bedtime story
has been around since before the written word. For generations, and in every culture, parents have prepared their children for bed
by telling them stories. Karen Jean Matsko Hood is a prolific author and poet that loves children and animals. It is only fitting that
she would write and direct the art of this delightful petting farm story. Her family has raised Nubian goats, fainting goats, Babydoll
Southdown sheep, Icelandic sheep, Icelandic horses, and other petting animals as she knows this is a valuable experience for
children. The author and her family also have first hand experience raising chickens, turkeys, ducks, and geese for organic eggs.
Her children have actively worked on the goat dairy farm to milk goats for organic milk. All this inspired her to write this book.
Petting Farm Fun makes an enjoyable story for readers of all ages as well as those who love animals and have an appreciation for
nature and farm life. This book also makes a great gift to share with others.
Gaited Horse Activity and Coloring Book, written by author Karen Jean Matsko Hood, introduces children to information on the
gaits of the gaited horse. Children will have hours of fun learning about the gaited horse and the fun of doing word puzzles,
cryptograms, coloring, mazes, crosswords, number games, and many more wonderful educational activities. Through the
importance of teachings in the values of kindness and gentleness in the love and care of all animals, the young reader will also
learn about the history of this gentle breed of gaited horse and its increasing popularity in North America. Your children surely
enjoyed the first edition and now you will want to purchase this second edition for your children and as a gift to a friend’s child.
Petting Farm Fun is the third release in the popular Hood Picture Book Series. It is a delightful bedtime story to entertain and then
relax young children before they fall asleep. The tradition of the bedtime story has been around since before the written word. For
generations, and in every culture, parents have prepared their children for bed by telling them stories. Karen Jean Matsko Hood is
a prolific author and poet that loves children and animals. It is only fitting that she would write and direct the art of this delightful
petting farm story. Her family has raised Nubian goats, fainting goats, Baby doll Southdown sheep, Icelandic sheep, Icelandic
horses, and other petting animals as she knows this is a valuable experience for children. The author and her family also have first
hand experience raising chickens, turkeys, ducks, and geese for organic eggs. Her children have actively worked on the goat dairy
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farm to milk goats for organic milk. All this inspired her to write this book. Petting Farm Fun makes an enjoyable story for readers
of all ages as well as those who love animals and have an appreciation for nature and farm life. This book also makes a great gift
to share with others.
Promoting and developing self-esteem and a “can do” attitude in girls at an early age is of great importance. Girls should know
that they can do almost anything that they desire if they are willing to put in the time and effort. This activity and coloring book
provides hours of fun through crossword puzzles, mazes, word searches, numbers, counting, word games, connect-the-dots--and
much more! In addition, every page features examples of female role models that have followed their dreams to achieve
successful careers in all sorts of fields, from aviation, medicine, business, travel and the arts, to engineering, education, physical
fitness, sports, law enforcement, and many others. Girls Can Do Activity and Coloring Book provides young girls with self-esteem,
assurance, and the knowledge that they are very much needed in today’s busy, ever-changing world. There’s so much more to
being a modern girl than traditional education has suggested. Girls Can Do Activity and Coloring Book can be the key to starting
your child on the right path today!
Zoologist sleuth Cordi O’Callaghan is scrambling to save her life, or at least her career, in this ebook bundle of all three Cordi
O’Callaghan mysteries, including the newest novel, Dying for Murder. From the Canadian wilderness, to an Arctic cruise ship, to a
remote island in the mid-Atlantic, Cordi somehow keeps one stumble ahead of murder. What critics are saying "A slickly puttogether plot ... and the promise of more to come." – Margaret Cannon, Globe & Mail "Strikingly original, with a twist at the end that
will keep the reader thinking." – Pontiac Journal "The action is non-stop and the setting is incredible. The plot is complex with
twists and turns that keep Cordi and the reader on their toes." – Mystery Maven Canada "Most enjoyable with [Kingsmill’s] "right
on" references to the Canadian wilderness, canoeing, and camping. Her background in biology and nature adventure is obvious.
Suzanne has plot twists and turns right up to the end." – Robert Bateman, Wildlife Artist Includes Forever Dead Innocent Murderer
Dying for Murder
Magic is real, and hungry--trapped in ancient texts and artifacts. Only a few who discover it survive to fight back. Join Detective Sal
Brooks, newest recruit to a black-ops magic hunting team backed by the Vatican, as she travels the world to keep the supernatural
in check. Just remember: watch your back and don't touch anything. Fans of Supernatural, The X-Files, Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
and The Da Vinci Code will love this epic urban fantasy. Bookburners Season 3 is written by Max Gladstone, Margaret Dunlap,
Brian Francis Slattery, Andrea Phillips, Mur Lafferty, and Amal El-Mohtar and presented by Serial Box Publishing.

Kat Stevens is a slightly insecure, mostly bored technical writer who likes her cat a lot more than her boss. When she
inherits her great aunt Abigail's house in the small town of Alpine Grove, Kat's life gets a lot more complicated because
the inheritance comes with some hairy conditions: four dogs and five cats. After coping with out-of-control dogs, cat
fights, dust dinosaurs, massive spiders and serious roof problems, things get even more interesting when Kat meets Joel,
an unemployed techie type with an enigmatic past.
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This scrapbook is especially designed for adopted children to help them to remember their unique and sometimes
complicated journeys through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other
form. Families get involved and show their adopted children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of
this book. Author Karen Jean Matsko Hood has written My Special Care Scrapbook for Adopted Children to keep those
special memories, reflections, and thoughts in a safe place for your adopted child. Help them fill it with photographs,
memoirs, stickers, and awards to complete the book of memories that will be treasured for life. You can even add any
information to this scrapbook that you may obtain prior to your child’s adoption so that they know more of the special
people who cared for them until their adoption took place. As they grow and add more to their scrapbook, you, along with
the rest of the family, will spend hours browsing through the scrapbook and remembering all of those special times
together.
This scrapbook is especially designed for adopted children to help them to remember their unique and sometimes
complicated journeys through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other
form. Families get involved and show their adopted children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of
this book. Author Karen Jean Matsko Hood has written My Adoption Celebration Scrapbook to keep those special
memories, reflections, and thoughts in a safe place for your adopted child. Help them fill it with photographs, memoirs,
stickers, and awards to complete the book of memories that will be treasured for life. You can even add any information
to this scrapbook that you may obtain prior to your child’s adoption so that they know more of the special people who
cared for them until their adoption took place. As they grow and add more to their scrapbook, you, along with the rest of
the family, will spend hours browsing through the scrapbook and remembering all of those special times together.
El Ninjo is going to demonstrate how he takes advantage of each single adventure that he is experiencing in various
hilarious situations of life in Volume 1 and the situations go like this: * The Wake Upper Popper * The Straight Up
Breakfast Table Shot * The Flying Carpet * The Backpack Burster * The Gasification In The Car * The Neighbour
Detonator * The Imaginary Bone Shot Or Fart Expressionism * The Blue Hour In The Elevator (This is a brand new and
never before released story. It is included for the first time in this new and enhanced color and audio version of the Fart
Book) * The Delivery Boy Truck Detonater * The Stinky Tsunami * The Lego Blower * The Hand Stinker * The
Marshmallow Shooter * The Steamy Sweat Blanket Pooper * The Gas Eruption in the Chicken Coop and many more... In
Volume 3 he faces the most dangerous animals. He uses his bean blowing way in order to save his life! He gets attacked
by the lion, the leopard, the crocodile, and many more dangerous animals in the jungle and in the end there is only one
animal that he feels save to be around with. The list of the African Bean Fart Adventures in the Jungle goes like this: *
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Arrival At The Lodge With Poop & Pump * The Safari Mobil Breakdown * The Jungle Bang * The Bean Slam'n Smoke *
The Artistic Liana Salto Blaster * The Tears Gas Boom * The Gorilla Sound Cloud and many more steamy Kenja bean
blowing stories... One last word of WARNING from El Ninjo himself: "Don't forget to check your shorts after you finish
reading...because you'll laugh so hard you might tear your pants. I heard some scary story about a brave 8 year old boy
who got so excited and laughed so hard about one of my fart whiffing episodes, he tore his underpants! Don't ask me
about the reaction of his Mom who had to wash and mend her son's poopy ripped pants.
Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaha - This one is a real gag! This boy is now part of the flatulent
secret society!"
"A tired and thirsty giant came to the palace and asked for a drink. The queen tried to send him away because he was so
stinky! Princess PJ really wanted him to stay, but how could she get him to take a bath?"
Read about Priscilla the Great, an ordinary girl with extraordinary gifts! This three book bundle includes: Priscilla the
Great Book one: If you think middle school is awkward, try going through it with fire shooting out of your fingers. Priscilla
the Great The Kiss of Life: Just when I’m finally getting the hang of my powers, something even more confusing and
harder to understand enters my world…boys. Priscilla the Great Too Little Too Late: When Mom gets brainwashed it's up
to me to save her. But even with some new friends and even newer gadgets, will it be too little, too late? Also includes
study guide questions for each of the three books.
This scrapbook is especially designed for children to help them to remember their unique and sometimes complicated
journeys through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other form. Families
get involved and show their children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of this book. Author Karen
Jean Matsko Hood has written My Holiday Memories Scrapbook for Adopted Kids to keep those special memories,
reflections, and thoughts in a safe place for your child. Help them fill it with photographs, memoirs, stickers, and awards
to complete the book of memories that will be treasured for life. As they grow and add more to their scrapbook, you,
along with the rest of the family, will spend hours browsing through the scrapbook and remembering all of those special
times together.
Goodnight, I Wish You Goodnight is a delightful soothing bedtime story to relax young children before they fall asleep.
The tradition of the bedtime story has been around since before the written word. For generations, and in every culture
around the world, parents have prepared their children for bed by telling them stories. Goodnight, I Wish You Goodnight
is a soothing bedtime story to be told and retold. With the popularity of Japanese Anime cartoon styles, the artwork in this
book will entertain young readers as they participate in the nighttime ritual of saying “goodnight” to all of their beloved
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treasures. Enjoy this easy-to-read bedtime story by author Karen Jean Matsko Hood. Each one of the pages is
thoughtfully illustrated with warmth and love. Your children and grandchildren will ask you to read this book to them again
and again. This book is a must for all families to have in their library. Goodnight, I Wish You Goodnight makes a great gift
for that special friend or child to enjoy.
Book 3 of RETURN TO RED RIVER by bestselling author Lauraine Snelling. Thorliff's goal of becoming a writer is within
reach. Working for a newspaper in Northfield, Minnesota, he is busy writing articles and stories for the Minneapolis
Tribune and Harper's Magazine. But his idyllic world comes to a sudden halt when an epidemic hits the town of Blessing,
North Dakota, following the Red River flood of 1897. Thorliff returns home to help family and friends recover from the
aftermath of the disasters and rebuild their town. A captivating and heartwarming tale of aspiration, struggle, love, and
triumph.
Inspire students to develop as writers in the sixth grade classroom with these engaging and creative writing lessons. This
classroom-tested resource shows positive results in students' writing and simplifies the planning of writing instruction. It contains
detailed information on how to establish and manage daily Writer's Workshop and includes consistent, structured instruction to
encourage students to actively participate in the writing process. Specific lessons to help students develop the traits of quality
writing are also included.
This scrapbook is especially designed for foster children to help them to remember their unique and sometimes complicated
journeys through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other form. Families get
involved and show their foster children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of this book. Author Karen Jean
Matsko Hood has written My Special Care Scrapbook for Foster Children to keep those special memories, reflections, and
thoughts in a safe place for your foster child. Help them fill it with photographs, memoirs, stickers, and awards to complete the
book of memories that will be treasured for life. You can even add any information to this scrapbook that you may obtain prior to
your child’s adoption so that they know more of the special people who cared for them while they are in foster care. The author
has first hand experience raising foster children and she knows how imperative it is.
This is book 3 and the finale of the Fury Riders MC trilogy! I'll risk my life and my club to make her mine. She's the last light in a
dark world. And they're trying to snuff her out. But if they want her, they'll have to come take her… Over my dead body. VINCE I
crave vengeance for my fallen men, slaughtered by a rival MC. I'm on the warpath, hungry for blood. That's when I save Erica from
a fate worse than death. She's all curves and dark hair, a delicious morsel that I want to consume. To protect her, I keep her close.
I tell myself it's only for her safety. Until my enemies come for Erica's blood. She saw something she shouldn't… And they'll stop at
nothing to keep her mouth sealed shut. Now, with her life on the line, I crave only to make Erica my woman. I'll risk everything for
her. ERIKA He rescues me. Vince—my bad boy, my savior, my Fury Rider. Brutal, arrogant, dominating, Vince makes my body
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heat and my heart pound. He's out for vengeance, violence pulsing through him. I shouldn't want him touching me. But the
moment he takes me to his bed, I can't say no. His hands and his mouth make me scream as he brings me to peak after peak. I
shouldn't trust him. I shouldn't obey him. And most of all, I shouldn't fall in love with him. But I just can't stop.
This story is an enjoyable children’s story about the Black Wizard in the fantasy world of Magi Terra and is the first in the series.
The world of Magi Terra never ceases to amaze and entertain the reader. Black Wizard is no exception. The Black Wizard
performs magic and is sometimes skillful at certain mischievous actions. Children are disappearing in the magical Kingdom and
someone needs to solve the mysteries of what is happening. The Fineones come to the rescue as they unravel the mysteries to
find who is good and who is evil. Follow these adventures and enjoy the continuing series of Magi Terra. Children’s author Karen
Jean Matsko Hood enjoys writing for children. As a certified teacher and mother of 16 she has plenty of experience interacting with
children of all ages. Ms. Hood enjoys writing creative stories for this age group. Check the author’s websites and social media as
she will be adding more books as they are published.
Incorporate writing instruction as an essential element of literacy development. Implement best practices and simplify the planning
of writing instruction. This series utilizes the six traits of writing, and provide resources to support the successful writing in the
classroom. Discover how to establish a daily writing workshop that includes consistent, structured instruction to engage students in
the writing process.
Stinky and Stan finally have become full-fledged members of the Buzzards and are headed to Spruce Mountain for a camping trip!
Aside from enjoying the Great Outdoors, the boys are charged with the task of earning a variety of achievement patches. But when
the boys meet another "troop" looking to collect their own achievement patches, will Stinky and Stan be able to protect
themselves? Or will there be another "Grosse" misunderstanding?
This is the scrapbook in the series and is especially designed for children to help them to remember their unique and joyful
adventures through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other form. Families get
involved and show their children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of this book to preserve family
memories. When I was young, I had a baby book. My Holiday Memories Scrapbook for Kids by author Karen Jean Matsko Hood is
a wonderful way to document enjoyable past and present experiences, a storehouse of unique recollections, as family’s journey
through their lives. You will share many pleasant memories with your child browsing together through this special scrapbook as
they grow and mature through their individual times and accomplishments. Encourage your child to record moments, holidays, and
special family events, with written thoughts and their own hand drawn pictures, as well as photographs, along the way. So often,
we lose some parts of our child’s events because of no singular place to keep them. Here is the answer to that situation, in this
memorable scrapbook. You will want one for each of your children so they can protect their personal holiday memories.
With the help of the three Tooth Fairies, Dr. Tooth explains to his young readers the importance of good dental care. Featuring 160
pages of puzzles, mazes, pictures to color, and enchanting artwork, My Dentist and the Tooth Fairy is ideal for children who are
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fearful of visiting the dentist or need a better understanding of the importance of proper dental care. A mother of sixteen children
herself and the wife of a dentist, author Karen Jean Matsko Hood applies her personal experience to helping young children
overcome their dental office visit fears by giving them a familiarity with basic dental hygiene, tips on good dental nutrition, and an
understanding that all children share the same dental experiences. Moreover, Hood enlists her young readers’ assistance in
participating in their own, overall dental care.
This scrapbook is especially designed for children to help them to remember their unique and sometimes complicated journeys
through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other form. Families get involved and
show their children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of this book. Author Karen Jean Matsko Hood has
written My Holiday Memory Scrapbook for Foster Kids to keep those special memories, reflections, and thoughts in a safe place
for your child. Help them fill it with photographs, memoirs, stickers, and awards to complete the book of memories that will be
treasured for life. As they grow and add more to their scrapbook, you, along with the rest of the family, will spend hours browsing
through the scrapbook and remembering all of those special times together.

This is a great way for a child to remember the loving family or families that they have shared a part of their life with. This
scrapbook is stuffed full of pages to fill with special times with loved ones. This scrapbook makes a great gift for any
child; it’s the perfect place to put photos, memoirs, stickers, awards and other keepsakes. Scrapbooking provides an
outlet of expression that may not be available in any other form. Families get involved and show their children how much
they love them by helping them fill in the pages of this book. Author Karen Jean Matsko Hood has written My Birth
Celebration Scrapbook to keep those special memories, reflections, and thoughts in a safe place. Help them fill it with
photographs, memoirs, stickers, and awards to complete the book of memories that will be treasured for life. As they
grow and add more to their scrapbook, you, along with the rest of the family, will spend hours browsing through the
scrapbook and remembering all of those special times together.
The Icelandic Horse Activity and Coloring Book is written in English, Icelandic, and German by author Karen Jean Matsko
Hood. This fun activity book introduces English-speaking children to Icelandic and German words and provides
information on the gaits of the Icelandic Horse. Children will have hours of fun learning about the Icelandic horse and the
fun of doing word puzzles, cryptograms, coloring, mazes, crosswords, number games, and many more wonderful
educational activities. Through this book's teachings on the values of kindness and gentleness in the love and care of all
animals, the young reader will also learn about the history of the gentle Icelandic Horse and its growing popularity in
North America. A proven hit with young readers, Icelandic Horse Activity and Coloring Book, will surely remain a favorite
with horse-loving, inquisitive children of all ages! Complete with a gift inscription page, this special activity book makes a
perfect gift for your child or for any youngster who is part
of your life. Coordinating journal is available.
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Follow this loveable family and join in on their fun Christmas adventures. Four brothers and sisters join together to solve
the mystery of Rudolph. They’re sure they have glimpsed him on their farm property a couple of times but no adult will
believe them. Together they plan to search for evidence that Rudolph really does exist and have an adventure along the
way. This story will charm you and your children for generations to come. Pick one up for yourself, it also makes a great
gift, too! Look for future books in the Hood Holiday Story Series to add to your collection of fun holiday stories.
Petting Farm FunWhispering Pine Press International, Inc.
Describes the process by which several teams of authors and illustrators have created such picture books as "Louis the
Fish," "The Glorious Flight," "The Stinky Cheese Man and Other Fairly Stupid Tales," "Sam and the Tigers," and "The
Magic School Bus Explores the Senses."
This delightful book is written in English and then translated into Japanese on each page. Adventure Travel Activity and
Coloring Book is educational and unique. This children’s book author and teacher has created an activity and coloring
book that is filled with mazes, puzzles, activities, and facts meant to create hours of fun and learning for a child. Children
will experience the excitement of learning about distant lands; from the mysterious pyramids of Egypt to the beautiful
gardens in Japan, children can learn without ever leaving their own backyard. This is an exciting way for children to learn
some basic words in both languages with the various activities that they will learn to master. Children’s author and
teacher Karen Jean Matsko Hood has created a truly educational and fun book that parents will enjoy sharing with their
children. This would make a wonderful gift for a friend and their child also.
Catholic Prayers for Children is a delightful book of prayers for children handed down from generation to generation. This
is a simple collection of catholic prayers and reflections for children. The Catholic Church, also known as the Roman
Catholic Church, is the world's largest Christian Church, with 1.16 billion members worldwide. It is among the oldest
institutions in the world and has played a prominent role in the history of western civilization. The Catholic Church has
many prayers which are used to pray individually or in group liturgies. In some cases, these prayers are shared by other
groups of Christians--as is the case with the "Our Father" or "The Lord's Prayer." The author, Karen Jean Matsko Hood,
was raised Roman Catholic and has collected some traditional Catholic prayers she was taught as a young girl to share
with others today.
"A scholarly but eminently readable tracing of the sources and recurring themes of anti-Semitism."--Library Journal
Based on Stearns's analysis of Muslim and Christian legal, theological, historical, and medical texts in Arabic, Medieval
Castilian, and Latin, Infectious Ideas is the first book to offer a comparative discussion of concepts of contagion in the
premodern Mediterranean world.
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Adventures of My Dentist and the Tooth Fairy Activity and Coloring Book is the second book in the Hood Activity and
Coloring Book Series. It will give your child many hours of enjoyment as they explore each page. The book is filled with
new activities that include word puzzles, word scrambles, mazes, coloring activities, and many more fun things for your
child to actively complete and achieve. Your children will cherish the companionship of Tiffany and the Tooth Fairy, along
with her helpers, Tessa, and Trisha. They will enjoy the magic of Sparkle, Glisten, and Glimmer, who make it a wonderful
experience as they take the mystery out of dental milestones such as losing primary teeth. This exciting book of activities
and pictures, written by children’s author and poet Karen Jean Matsko Hood, introduces children to the fundamentals of
healthy teeth and mouth: fluoride, toothpaste, and brushing. The book is presented in English as well as the counterpart
of Japanese. This is an exciting way to introduce your child to both cultures and traditions. You will want each of your
children to have this book of fun. This book makes a great gift for other children as well.
A must-have for readers of Smithsonian's No Way . . .Way! Road Trip and No Way . . .Way! Are You My Dinner? A stinky
plant that smells like a corpse? A forklift suspended by sticky glue? Sneaky robbers dressed as cops? No way! But way!
It's all true and all fun to read about in this snappy book of cool facts and photos from across the Smithsonian's vast
collections.
This is the 13th episode in the third season of Bookburners, a 13-episode serial from Serial Box Publishing. This episode
written by Max Gladstone. Magic is real . . . and hungry. The Bookburners thought they had seen some strange things in
their time, but as they watch London become a hellscape, its own buildings rising up and rampaging through the streets,
they realize it's only going to get stranger from here on out. In an epic battle to defend the world as they know it, they
gamble on trusting the new Team Four, along with the magic they command. And it soon becomes clear that even if they
win this battle, the war is just beginning. Things have changed for the Vatican's magic-fighting Team Three: their forces
are depleted, and internal rifts are coming close to tearing this close-knit group apart. But some things never change.
Magic still threatens to overwhelm our world, and when a startling appearance from Menchú's past reveals new
dimensions to this danger, the team will have to reassess their loyalties-to their jobs, their beliefs, and even to each
other.
This scrapbook is especially designed for children to help them to remember their unique and sometimes complicated
journeys through life. Scrapbooking provides an outlet of expression that may not be available in any other form. Families
get involved and show their children how much they love them by helping them fill in the pages of this book. Author Karen
Jean Matsko Hood has written My Special Care Scrapbook for Children to keep those special memories, reflections, and
thoughts in a safe place for your child. Help them fill it with photographs, memoirs, stickers, and awards to complete the
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book of memories that will be treasured for life. As they grow and add more to their scrapbook, you, along with the rest of
the family, will spend hours browsing through the scrapbook and remembering all of those special times together.
Abby the Last Astronaut is an enjoyable science fiction story for middle grade readers. When a water drought brings
humanity close to extinction, a message from another planet, also offers an answer for survival. Earth sends Abby, a
fearless fourteen year old student adventurer, into space to meet the other humans in hopes of finding out the solution to
earth’s drought. Even though Abby is amazed at the new planet’s way of life, she will have to consider the possibility
that they may have ulterior motives for helping earth. Read to find out what Abby decides. This science fiction story will
entertain the imagination of young readers and is the first in the science fiction series.
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